Sparkle and Cootie make a friend

hello

hi
Sparkle the unicorn and Cookie the dog are BFF's.
Sparkle and Cookie want to go to school. But school is closed. So they decide to pretend they are doing school at their house.
no more work time!

Oh! the cheetah!
The next day they did have school.
And that day they had a new kid in their class: his name was Brachy the Dinosaur.
hello

You... Soo?

Which class you in?

Hi!
Brady lived alone. That made Brady feel very, very sad. So Sparkle and Cookie suggested for him to live with them.
Do you live alone? Yes
Do you know what he said? He said yes! But he was too big to fit in their house.
So they moved into Brachys house. But Sparkle and Cookie where to small to fit in Brachys house. So they decided to make a new house that was not to small and not to big.
And the house was perfect!
The end